INSTALL SYMBOLOGY

- INSTALL (S) INCH DIAMETER CONDUIT
- INSTALL POWER SOURCE IN MANHOLE
- INSTALL PGE VAULT AND TYPE
- INSTALL POWER SOURCE
- INSTALL COMBINATION STRAIN AND STREET LIGHT POLE
- INSTALL UTILITY POLE
- INSTALL (X) FT. LUMINAIRE ARM
- INSTALL PHOTOELECTRIC RELAY
- INSTALL WOOD STREET LIGHT POLE
- INSTALL SHOEBOX STREET LIGHT POLE AND FIXTURE
- INSTALL COBRAHEAD STREET LIGHT POLE
- INSTALL ZED STREET LIGHT POLE
- INSTALL SINGLE ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT POLE
- INSTALL TWIN ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT POLE
- INSTALL METAL STREET LIGHT POLE
- INSTALL TYPE (S) SIDEWALK PULL BOX
- INSTALL PANEL (S) TYPE
- (S) = LIGHT POLE NUMBER AND (T) = LIGHTING CIRCUIT
- INSTALL (N)-NO.(G) AWG XHHW WIRE
- INSTALL (S) INCH DIAMETER CONDUIT
- ONE (X) AWG GROUND WIRE
- (N)-NO.(G) AWG XHHW WIRE
- CIRCUIT (A) CONDUCTORS
- COBRA HEAD STREET LIGHT
- SHOE BOX STREET LIGHT
- STREET LIGHT
- TWIN ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT
- SINGLE ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT
- PULL BOX
- STREET LIGHT PANEL
- PGE VAULT
- MANHOLE
STREET LIGHT SYMBOLOGY

EXISTING

(S) EXISTING (S) INCH DIAMETER CONDUIT
PS EXISTING POWER SOURCE IN MANHOLE
MH EXISTING PGE VAULT AND TYPE
PV EXISTING POWER SOURCE
466 EXISTING COMBINATION STRAIN AND STREET LIGHT POLE
CS EXISTING UTILITY POLE
SLP EXISTING (X) FT. LUMINAIRE ARM
UP EXISTING PHOTOELECTRIC RELAY
LA EXISTING WOOD STREET LIGHT POLE
(X) BOX SLP EXISTING SHOEBOX STREET LIGHT POLE AND FIXTURE
SLP EXISTING L COBRAHEAD STREET LIGHT POLE
(S) Z SLP EXISTING ZED STREET LIGHT POLE
SLP EXISTING SINGLE ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT POLE
T SLP EXISTING TWIN ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT POLE
S SLP EXISTING METAL STREET LIGHT POLE
M SLP EXISTING TYPE (S) SIDEWALK PULL BOX
PAN EXISTING PANEL (S) TYPE
(S) SB (S) (T) (N) = LIGHT POLE NUMBER AND (T) = LIGHTING CIRCUIT
SLP EXISTING N NO. (G) AWG XHHW WIRE
PS MH

(S) C - (A) EXISTING (S) INCH DIAMETER CONDUIT
(N) (G)

C - (A) COBRA HEAD STREET LIGHT
(N) (G) SHOE BOX STREET LIGHT
ONE (X) AWG GROUND WIRE
(N) - NO. (G) AWG XHHW WIRE
CIRCUIT (A) CONDUCTORS

PULL BOX

STREET LIGHT PANEL

PGE VAULT

MANHOLE
STREET LIGHT SYMBOLOGY

REMOVAL

- CS SLP
- UP
- REMOVE COMBINATION STRAIN AND STREET LIGHT POLE
- REMOVE UTILITY POLE

- LA (X)
- PE
- REMOVE (X) FT. LUMINAIRE ARM
- REMOVE PHOTOELECTRIC RELAY

- W SLP
- BOX SLP
- REMOVE WOOD STREET LIGHT POLE
- REMOVE SHOEBOX STREET LIGHT POLE AND FIXTURE

- C SLP
- Z SLP
- REMOVE COBRAHEAD STREET LIGHT POLE
- REMOVE ZED STREET LIGHT POLE

- S SLP
- T SLP
- REMOVE SINGLE ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT POLE
- REMOVE TWIN ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT POLE

- M SLP
- SB (S)
- REMOVE METAL STREET LIGHT POLE
- REMOVE TYPE (S) SIDEWALK PULL BOX

- PAN "(S)"
- REMOVE PANEL (S) TYPE

- (N) (G)
- REMOVE N)-NO.(G) AWG XHHW WIRE

- COBRA HEAD STREET LIGHT
- SHOE BOX STREET LIGHT
- STREET LIGHT
- TWIN ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT
- SINGLE ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT
- PULL BOX
- STREET LIGHT PANEL
- PGE VAULT
- MANHOLE